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Abstract This paper presents an interactive face retrieval framework for clarifying an image representation envisioned by a user. Our system is designed for a situation in which the user wishes to find a person but has only visual memory of the person. We address a critical challenge of image retrieval across the user’s inputs. Instead of target-specific information, the user can select several images that are similar to an impression of the target person the user wishes to search for. Based on the user’s selection, our proposed system automatically updates a deep convolutional neural network. By interactively repeating these process, the system can reduce the gap between human-based similarities and computer-based similarities and estimate the target image representation. We ran user studies with 10 participants on a public database and confirmed that the proposed framework is effective for clarifying the image representation envisioned by the user easily and quickly.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, a large number of photos that include a variety of unconstrained subjects, such as generic objects and human faces, have been uploaded to social networks or photo-sharing services. Hence, efficient systems to retrieve images from such a large volume of data are in demand. Web image search systems such as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing utilize several items with embedded information, such as filenames, image captions, and text on web pages. While text-based search techniques have achieved success in document retrieval tasks, these embedded tags are often unreliable for describing image contents, and the quality of manually defined tags can affect the performance of the image retrieval process. In addition, if a user seeks an image with visual characteristics that cannot be easily expressed by keywords, the user would generally have to scroll through large numbers of image results retrieved by using keywords, in search of the desired image.

Computer-vision-based studies generally analyze contents of images; for example, they compute the similarity between a query and each image of a database with image descriptors such as color histograms or Gabor texture features. Using these similarities, the system enables a user to retrieve a set of images easily without text queries, which is a process called content-based image retrieval. However, there is a well-known challenging problem called “semantic gap” between low-level visual features and the high-level intention of the user, which makes it difficult to search for user-desired images.

Recently, highly accurate image recognition methods with deep learning have been reported (e.g., image classification tasks). Dense data of raw images are abstracted into high-dimensional sparse representations via convolution and pooling layers. By learning from a large-scale database, deep convolutional neural networks can generate generic representations and classifiers adapted to a given task. By extending its features, Donahue et al. introduced the deep convolutional activation feature (DeCAF), which utilizes the representation layers as image descriptors and can compute image representations with more semantic information compared to low-level visual features. The image representations obtained through deep learning consistently outperform conventional hand-crafted features and boost the image retrieval performance.

However, the image representations are calculated fully automatically, and it is difficult to reflect the intention of a user in the retrieval process.

To ensure that a user’s intention is reflected in the retrieval process, many studies have typically utilized...
the “relevance feedback” approach, which allows the user to interactively refine retrieval results\cite{16,17,18}. The main process includes three steps: the system (i) provides initial results of queries provided by the user; (ii) gathers user feedback according to his/her subjective judgment; and (iii) updates the retrieval results based on the user’s feedback on whether those results are relevant\cite{18}. However, these systems require an additional user-task of finding text or image queries related to the target in advance because they assume that the user has some specific queries.

In this study, we propose a framework that belongs to a general category of content-based image retrieval but is different from existing techniques in that it clarifies an obscure target image that a user envisions by relying on his/her visual memory. A usage case is provided in Fig.1. The system enables the user to find a person whose name or affiliation is unknown by selecting similar people on a search window. To achieve such a system, we extend the concept of DeCAF and propose an interactive image descriptor based on online learning with multiple feedback instances. Fig.2 shows a flowchart of the proposed retrieval framework. Our search process includes the following steps: (i) gathering a user selection based on relevance feedback (including images that are similar to the target envisioned by the user); (ii) online learning based on the user-selected images (modifying a search area according to the relevant images and fine-tuning an image descriptor); (iii) selection of images presented to the user (re-ranking initial retrieval results based on the fine-tuned image representation and sample compression with active learning). By interactively repeating the user’s input and the system’s search process, we can estimate the target image representation envisioned by the user.

This paper is the extended version of the recent conference report\cite{19} and more detailed experiments and discussions are newly added.

2. Related Work

2.1 Face Image Retrieval

In general, because face images are taken under different photographic conditions, such as pose, expression, illumination, and occlusion, many stable and highly accurate image retrieval systems for changing environmental conditions have been studied\cite{20,21,22,23}. Among them, facial contour points are mainly used to compute geometric facial attributes\cite{24,25}. In this system, a user can manipulate facial landmark positions to retrieve various expressions. However, because these systems focus only on the sparse facial shape, it is difficult to determine or quantify facial characteristics such as gender or impression. Kemelmacher-Shilzerman et al. proposed a real-time system that finds a photograph with a similar facial expression to a given query for application to puppetry\cite{26}. In this system, the query is the user’s own facial expression, such as a smile or frown, and the system automatically retrieves photographs of different persons who have a similar facial expression. After it aligned faces by using 3D template models, it extracted LBP histograms\cite{27} from face regions for face representations. On the other hand, Kumar et al. employed simple text queries such as “a smiling man with blonde hair and mustache”\cite{28}. This system learned correspondences between image features and manually defined tags, such as “smiling man” or “blonde hair,” by using a support vector machine (SVM). However, because the system can only retrieve face images that have some specific attributes defined in the pre-training process, it is necessary to reconstruct face image descriptors to quantify various facial attributes.

2.2 Deep Image Representation for Content-based Image Retrieval

Many researchers studied face representations generated by deep convolutional neural networks (CNN)\cite{29,30,31}, and they achieved highly accurate verification methods for cropped, incomplete, or occluded face images with the generated face representations. In the face recognition field, using the deep learning has become a state-of-the-art approach, and how bringing out the abilities of them is the key issue\cite{32,33,34}.

Donahue et al. proposed DeCAF\cite{35}, which is a more robust and generic image descriptor compared to con-
Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed retrieval framework. By interactively repeating the user’s input and the system’s search process, the framework can estimate the target image representation envisioned by the user.

2.3 Interactive User Feedback for Concept Learning

In content-based image retrieval, one challenging task is to reflect a user’s search intention in retrieval results. To solve this problem, many researchers have attempted to utilize relevance feedback\(^{31-42}\). In the field of face retrieval, Wu et al. proposed identity-based quantization using a dictionary constructed using the identities of 270 peoples for large-scale face image retrieval\(^ {43}\). They improved the precision of local ranking by updating the distance metrics of the top \( k \) face representations with user-annotated references.

Our framework is similar to that of CueFlik\(^ {44}\), WhittleSearch\(^ {45}\) and AMNet\(^ {46}\), which manipulate the attributes of retrieval results based a user’s input. In a search process, the systems can interactively estimate a search concept by the user’s editing of various attributes of the retrieval results based on a comparison with a target image envisioned by the user. However, this process requires a large number of annotated parameters to be provided by the user because of the massive number of items for evaluation. Additionally, these systems are based on the assumption that the user can input queries for initial searching. In contrast, in the present study, we assume a situation in which the user cannot input proper image or text queries, and our system can estimate the representation of a face that the user wishes to find by relying on his/her visual memory.

2.4 Deep Metric Learning

The deep metric learning has also recently been used to modify embedded feature space of a database. For the metric learning, many researchers commonly use a triplet loss model to minimize distance between related images in the embedded feature space and the effectiveness has been reported in some research field such as the person re-identification\(^ {47-49}\). The per-
son re-identification is similar to image retrieval in that both methods are based on similarities between images stored in the database. The key component of the person re-identification is to use a triplet loss for machine learning algorithm. The triplet loss optimization can learn the embedding space such that the data points with same identity are closer to each other than those with different identities.

The concept of minimizing the distance between related images is similar to our search process in a database. On the other hand, the conventional triplet mining is computationally expensive because these methods generally optimize the whole embedded feature space of the database. Therefore, for reducing the calculation cost, we propose a method to refer only images in a local search area, and interactively optimize the feature space.

3. Interactive Face Retrieval with Selection of Similar Faces

In this section, we describe a method to interactively retrieve a face image envisioned by a user by relying on the user’s visual memory. In our retrieval process, instead of image or text queries, our system requires the user’s decisions on whether each facial candidate is similar to the individual the user is searching for; the user’s decisions are recorded when they click on images. After pre-processing (see Section 3.1, 3.2), based on this user interaction, a search area in a database is modified in the direction of interest and an image descriptor is fine-tuned automatically (see Section 3.3), and the initial retrieval results are re-ranked based on the estimation of the target image representation (see Section 3.4).

3.1 Deep Face Representation

For facial image representations, we use a pre-trained CNN model of the VGG-Face CNN descriptor, which has been trained with a dataset containing 2.6 million face images. This network architecture is based on the VGG-very-Deep-16 CNN, which consists of 16 neural network layers (the first 13 are convolutional layers, and the remaining 3 are fully connected layers). Each convolutional layer includes convolution, rectified linear (ReLU) transform \( f(x) = \max(x, 0) \), and max-pooling transform. An input image is abstracted into high-dimensional representations via the convolution layers and pooling layers alternately, and it is connected to the fully connected layers. The fully connected layers focus on the activation maps of the previous layer and determine the features with the strongest correlation to a particular class. To construct a face image database, we first detect the face area in images stored in the database and normalize them to 224 \( \times \) 224 pixels. Then, we use activations of the second fully connected layer to extract high-dimensional facial representation vectors (i.e., DeCAF; 4096-dimensional representation vectors) from all database images passed through the VGG-Face network.

3.2 Indexing for Searching on Large-scale Database

Generally, as the amount of data increases, a retrieval system requires a greater amount of time for computing all similarities between images stored in the database. Therefore, we create search indexes of the facial representation vectors (see Section 3.1) with the approximate k-nearest neighbor graph (ANNG). ANNG, which is incrementally constructed with approximate k-nearest-neighbors calculated on a partially constructed graph, is a method for indexing a large-scale database. In addition, the neighborhood graph and tree implementation used for indexing originate from a common library and can perform a similarity search using ANNG, and they have already been applied in several commercial services. Given a centroid vector of a search area, ANNG can retrieve k-nearest neighbors based on the cosine distance between their facial representation vectors.

3.3 Online Learning based on User-selected Images

Modifying Search Area.

In a search process, we first estimate a query vector (i.e., the centroid of a search area in Section 3.2) based on the images selected by the user. In this process, based on the relevance feedback approach, we estimate the query vector that can retrieve more candidates that are similar to the target image in the feature space of the database constructed in Section 3.1. For estimating the query vector, we utilize the Rocchio algorithm, which is generally used in the exploratory information searching. The algorithm is based on the assumption that most users have a general conception of which information is relevant or irrelevant. This algorithm modifies the vector to separate the relevant and irrelevant vectors maximally by calculating each of their centroids as follows:

\[
\tilde{q}_m = \alpha \tilde{q}_0 + \beta \frac{1}{|D_r|} \sum_{d_j \in D_r} d_j - \gamma \frac{1}{|D_{nr}|} \sum_{d_k \in D_{nr}} d_k, \tag{1}
\]

where \(\tilde{q}_m\) is the modified vector, \(\tilde{q}_0\) is the original vec-
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Tor, $D_r$ is the set of relevant vectors, $D_{nr}$ is the set of irrelevant vectors, and $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ are weight values (in this paper, we empirically set $\alpha = 1.0$, $\beta = 0.8$, and $\gamma = 0.1$ referring to the previous retrieval work\cite{56}). The centroid of the search area is moved toward the relevant vectors, i.e., those including similar faces, and away from irrelevant vectors, i.e., those including dissimilar faces (see Fig.3). During a search process, by interactively repeating the user’s input and the system’s search process, we modify the search area and refer to the database images in an exploratory manner.

Fine-tuning Image Descriptor.

In general, the retrieval results depend on the feature representations obtained via the pre-training of the network and are uniquely determined. Thus, there may be a semantic gap between human-based image representations and computer-based image representations. To solve this problem, we dynamically fine-tune the representation parameters by using user feedback for every search iteration. The fine-tuning process is performed with the pre-trained VGG-Face model initialized in the facial representation extraction (see Section 3.1). The network architecture remains unchanged except for the last layer, which is replaced with a new classification layer (i.e., the 2 classes of similar and dissimilar). The activations of the last layer are given to a softmax function, which is expressed as

$$p_k = \frac{\exp(h_k)}{\sum_{j=1}^{K} \exp(h_j)},$$

(2)

where $h_k$ is the $k$-th activation of the last layer and $K$ is the number of classes; $p_k$ denotes the probability of the $k$-th class. In the training process, while all the convolutional layers’ parameters are fixed, we fine-tune the fully connected layers by using back-propagation. We minimize the cross-entropy error of every training image set. The cross-entropy error is expressed as

$$E = - \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} l_{nk} \log p_k,$$

(3)

$$l_{nk} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } n\text{-th image is similar to the target} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},$$

(4)

where $N$ is the number of the training image set and $l_{nk}$ is the label vector of the $n$-th training image provided by the user. The error $E$ is minimized by calculating its gradient and optimizing the network parameters by using AdaDelta\cite{57}.

3.4 Active Selection

For gathering detailed user feedback, relevance feedback systems generally present more neighbor samples of a search point in a ranking style to the user. However, as the number of proposed samples increases, the process becomes time-consuming and burdensome because the user is required to evaluate all of them. For example, in WhittleSearch\cite{45}, it is necessary for the user to observe approximately 50 images while evaluating 18 attributes. In this section, we propose a novel method to decrease the number of samples presented to the user by estimating the image representation of the target envisioned by the user. We call this method “active selection.” Concretely, after performing two-class classification learning with the deep convolutional neural network (see Section 3.3), by re-extracting DeCAF, we re-rank the neighbor samples of the search point. Then, instead of presenting all the re-ranked results to the user, we apply an active learning method to low-ranked images for decreasing the number of images presented.

Re-ranking of Neighbor Images.

In a search process, the user can smoothly find a set of images that includes the target face and similar faces if they are placed at the top of the proposed results. Therefore, we re-rank the neighbors to place particular images having representations envisioned by the user at the top position of the retrieval results. After fine-tuning the image descriptor, in this section, we describe the re-ranking of the neighbor images retrieved by ANNG searching. We first re-extract the DeCAF features from $k$ neighbor images with the fine-tuned VGG-Face model, which is the same procedure as in Section 3.1. Then, based on the fine-tuned image rep-
resentations, we calculate the cosine distance between a query vector, i.e., the centroid of a search area, and each vector of the neighbors. Finally, we define the images that are close to the search point as the top-ranked images.

**Active Learning for Sample Compression.**

We decrease the number of images presented to the user to reduce the burden on the user for evaluating the proposed images. However, in general, as the number of labeled samples provided by the user decreases, the accuracy of estimation with primitive compression methods (e.g., simply cut the low-ranked images) decreases. Therefore, we propose a novel compression method considering this trade-off relationship. In this paper, we apply the key idea of active learning. The idea of active learning is that a machine learning algorithm can achieve a greater accuracy with fewer training labels if it is allowed to choose the data from which it learns\(^\text{55}\). Namely, active learning can choose images requiring labeling from non-labeled samples for high-accuracy estimation. In this paper, we define the top 30\% of the re-ranked results as the top-ranked images and the rest of the images as the low-ranked images. We adopt active learning for low-ranked images, which can choose the images having their class estimated uncertainly by the current trained network model. The images satisfying the requirement defined as follows are chosen from the low-ranked images:

\[
\arg\min_x (P(y_1|x) - P(y_2|x)),
\]

where \(y_1\) and \(y_2\) are the most-probable and second-most-probable class labels (i.e., the similar class or dissimilar class), respectively, and \(P\) is the probability of \(x\) belonging to the class (so-called the margin sampling method). We pick as many low-ranked images as the number of top-ranked images with the procedure mentioned above. Therefore, we propose active selection, which proposes to the user a mixture of the top-ranked images and the uncertain low-ranked images chosen by active learning (see Fig.4).

**4. Experimental Results**

**4.1 Interface Design**

Here, we describe the interface used in the user studies mentioned in the subsequent sections (see Fig.5). To support intuitive browsing, a user can select images on our interface through a drag-and-drop operation. The user can select images that are similar or dissimilar to their impression of the target by dragging and dropping them from the search window (Fig.5: upper-right) to the labeling boxes (Fig.5: left). Note that it is not necessary for the user to select dissimilar images because images that are not selected as similar images are automatically treated as dissimilar. The search process requires at least one face image selected as “similar” so the Rocchio algorithm (equation (1)) can move the search area in the direction of interest (i.e., the face envisioned by the user). In addition, the interface enables the user to modify the labels of images evaluated in the past searching iterations by moving the images to another box in the search process. The bottom-left image is the nearest-neighbor face in the current search iteration (i.e., a top-ranked image among re-ranked neighbor images) used for supplemental information. Based on the top-ranked image, the user can intuitively understand the process of creating face representations via user-labeling.

In these experiments, our retrieval system ran on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2687W 3.10 GHz with 32 GB RAM and an NVIDIA TITAN X GPU.

**4.2 User Study Settings**

**Database.**

For our experiment, we used the Chicago Face Database\(^\text{56}\), which consists of 597 face images (290 male and 307 female), as the target database. It provides high-resolution photographs of the participants’ frontal pose with neutral expressions. The participants have various nationalities and ethnicities and are between the ages of 17 and 65 years. Since previous works used small-scale databases for experiments (for example, WhittleSearch\(^\text{45}\) used 772 images including only 8 persons), we assume that the number of images in the Chicago Face Database is sufficient for confirming the usefulness of our retrieval system.

**Methodology.**

To assess the utility of our face retrieval system, we conducted user studies. In the user studies, we invited 10 computer science students (20 to 27 years old; 7 male and 3 female). First, each participant was given a brief overview of our interface and a step-by-step tutorial for familiarization with our retrieval framework. Then, we asked them to perform search tasks using our face retrieval interface.

We evaluated the search task for a specific person as well as its features. In this experiment, the participants were shown a single face image that was randomly selected from the database. Then, they searched for the
Fig. 4  Active selection for decreasing the number of images presented to users. The selection includes a mixture of the top-ranked images, and low-ranked images chosen by active learning.

Fig. 5  Proposed user interface. A user can select images to retrieve the target image by interactively repeating the drag-and-drop operation.

person from visual memory without observing further examples (i.e., the participants repeatedly selected several face candidates that were similar to the target face until it was found). The experiment facilitator did not provide a time constraint or intervene unless the participant had difficulty in completing the task. In addition, each experiment was performed once for each participant.

Baseline Creation.
Our goal was to observe whether the participants could independently search for the target face using our system. In addition, since face retrieval relying on a user’s visual memory is a new problem; to our knowledge, there has been no existing work on this problem. Thus, in this paper, we assess our framework by changing the contents of images proposed to the user in a search process as follows:

50 neighbors
50 neighbor images of a current search point, i.e., the top 50 images of the original retrieval results of ANNG searching.

25 neighbors
25 neighbor images of a current search point, i.e., the top 25 images of the original retrieval results of ANNG searching.

Active selection
25 images compressed by applying active selection to 50 neighbor images.

The first two are simply cut low-ranked images presented in conventional relevance feedback studies. In this paper, we defined the number of images in active selection as 25 based on the number of images visible on a page of the search window. The images initially proposed to the user were randomly selected.

4.3 Search Cost to Find Target Face
In this section, we report the search cost for a participant to find a specified face using our retrieval interface. We recorded the total search time, total number of search iterations, and frequency of the participants’ dragging and dropping until they found the specified face in a search window. Fig.6 shows the obtained scores. In these experiments, even though the proposed...
framework used only unstable inputs relying on the participants’ visual memory, it achieved rapid searching for the target image within 1 min on average (50 neighbors: 118.6 sec (SD 64.0 sec); 25 neighbors: 80.3 sec (SD 44.0 sec); active selection: 58.5 sec (SD 33.0 sec)). Furthermore, the specified image was found with a small number of search iterations on average (50 neighbors: 5.9 (SD 3.1); 25 neighbors: 7.2 (SD 5.4); active selection: 4.5 (SD 3.0)). Because the number of dragging and dropping operations by the participant was reduced as well (50 neighbors: 11.2 (SD 6.9); 25 neighbors: 7.5 (SD 3.3); active selection: 7.0 (SD 2.5)), we also confirmed that active selection could reduce the burden on the user for searching. In summary, each chart provides credible evidence that the proposed active selection method outperforms the baseline method and is effective in searching for a specified face image intuitively and efficiently. This is because there is a critical trade-off relationship between the reduction of user burden by simply removing original retrieval results and the probability of presence of the target or similar faces. Active selection can reduce the strength of this trade-off relationship by re-ranking based on the participant’s visual similarities and active learning for sample compression. In addition, active selection also contributes to decreasing the size of the scroll panel used in the search window because of the smaller number of images presented to a user.

4.4 Efficiency of Exploratory Searching

Here, we report the efficiency of exploratory searching. In this paper, the distance between a search point and the target image point is used for evaluation. At every search iteration, we observed the cosine distance between the centroid vector of a search point and the representation vector of the specified image. Fig.7 shows that the cosine distance converges as the search progresses. At the end of a search process (i.e., at 10th search iteration), the average cosine distance of “50 neighbors” was 0.40 (SD 0.060), “25 neighbors” was 0.47 (SD 0.079), and “Active selection” was 0.37 (SD 0.070). We observed the convergence of the distance in both the baseline methods and active selection. The convergence speed of the distance was higher for active selection than for the baseline methods. The reason for such results was that the participants could effectively evaluate similarities between proposed faces because of a small number of images visible on a search window, and the system correctly modified a search area. In these experiments, some participants were confused in the evaluation of similarities when many images were presented simultaneously (for example, when 50 neighbor face images were presented). Therefore, decreasing the number of images proposed to a user with active selection could result in intuitive searching. Note that the performance of convergence when 25 neighbor images were presented was inferior to that of the other methods because the participants could not find similar images in the small number of proposed images, and the system inefficiently modified the search area.

4.5 Convergence of Facial Characteristics

As a further extension, instead of a specific face searching, our retrieval framework can be applied to searching for a face cluster that a user prefers in a database. For evaluating convergence of our iterative search suited to the user’s preference, we conducted a search task with characteristic keywords related to faces. First, participants were given a keyword that expresses a characteristic of a face. In this experiment, we selected two common keywords, “plump faces” and “pretty faces.” Then, each participant searched for face images including the specified characteristic based on their subjective judgment.

During a search process, the participants were asked to count the number of the desired face images with “plump” or “pretty” characteristic in the top-25 retrieval results at every search iteration (see Fig.8). After our iterative search, the average number of “plump faces” was 22.2 (SD 4.17) and “pretty faces” was 14.2 (SD 5.31), respectively. Fig.9 shows an example of this user study results for retrieving “plump faces”. Although the initial retrieved faces (1st search) satisfying the user’s preference were less than half of the number of presented results, our fine-tuning approach gradually improved the results after the first retrieval (from 2nd to 5th search). These results indicate that our iterative approach can improve results after initial searching. A standard CNN model generates generic representations based on a whole face image (i.e., initial search results), so it is difficult to consider local semantics such as details of facial shape. In contrast, our fine-tuning process can modify and personalize the facial representations based on similarities of relevant faces so that we successfully re-rank retrieval results suited to the user’s preference. In addition, at the end of this experiment, the participants were also asked to complete a survey on the degree of their satisfaction against the retrieval results’ quality. The answers were scored using a seven-point Likert scale (1: “Extremely dissatisfied” to 7:
Fig. 6 Average search cost for participants to find a specified face (left: total search time; middle: total number of search iterations; right: frequency of drag and drop). Retrieval of the specified face by using active selection resulted in easy and quick searching.

Fig. 7 Average cosine distance between the centroid of a search point and a target face image at every search iteration. With active selection, the distance converges more rapidly.

Table 1 Average score of surveys on the degree of satisfaction against retrieval results’ quality (seven-point Likert scale).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plump faces</th>
<th>Pretty faces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average score</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Extremely satisfied”). Table 1 shows the average score of the survey results. The questionnaires show highly positive results. The average score of “plump faces” was 6.0 (SD 0.80) and “pretty faces” was 5.2 (SD 0.76) for both “Moderately satisfied” and “Slightly satisfied.” Based on the above results, we conclude that the participants were satisfied with the quality of our retrieval results and our iterative search process had converged on their preference.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a novel framework for clarifying an image representation envisioned by a user. Our retrieval system enables the user to find a target image by relying on his/her visual memory easily and quickly. In addition, we proposed active selection for decreasing the number of presented images. We confirmed that active selection contributed to reducing the burden on the user for efficient exploratory searching. However, some future works are required for improving the proposed framework further.

Initial Presentation.

First, the total number of search iterations and search time may depend on the images presented initially to the user. In this paper, because the images initially presented to the user were randomly selected, the system might provide images that are not similar to the user-desired image. Our framework can flexibly handle such a case by repeating a search process, but further modification of a search area may be required. We plan to solve this problem by initially providing a simple database map showing images in a search space constructed by DeCAF features and ANNG so that the user can easily browse the database overview.

Number of Presented Images.

In our experiment, following previous works, we used a small-scale database and confirmed our retrieval system’s usefulness. However, it is necessary to assess the proposed system on a large-scale database such as the LFW Face Database for practical use in many applications. In addition, our framework requires the fine-tuning of the relationship between the scale of the database and the number of presented images.

Individual Differences of Facial Perception.

Our retrieval system strongly depends on a user’s ability to recognize and remember human face because the system is based on his/her visual memory only. The variation of each retrieval result shows that there is a difference in facial perception between participants. It is difficult for each participant to remember and evaluate unfamiliar faces. In addition, there is a possibility
Fig. 8 Average convergence of facial characteristics in a search process for “plump faces” and “pretty faces.” The vertical axis shows the number of results a participant subjectively identified as “plump faces” and “pretty faces,” respectively. The results show that the number of faces suited to the participant’s preference increase each time search iteration.

Fig. 9 Example retrieval results for “plump faces” (top-12 face images from left to right). The images with the red frames were selected by participants as “plump.”

of the difference may result from age group and nationality. Therefore, in the future work, we plan to perform a large-scale user study and a task of retrieving familiar faces (e.g., the user’s family and friends) to investigate the difference between participants.

Since the proposed retrieval framework has demonstrated the potential to flexibly meet the demand of various users interactively, it may be useful for some applications such as criminal investigation (for example, a tool to identify criminal suspects based on eyewitness testimony). In addition, because our current system mainly focuses on facial images, the extension of the proposed human-in-the-loop framework (e.g., object recognition or an interface that can augment a user’s individual memory) may present interesting research opportunities, which we plan to explore in the future. We believe that our perception-based framework is a step toward the acceleration of research in the field of human computation.
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